ECPE – Speaking
Paraphrasing Cards
Choosing People

Choose a candidate for a position:
Original prompt

Simple paraphrasing

More sophisticated

change the part of speech

use synonyms

01

Was an intern at our firm

She did her internship in our firm

She worked as an apprentice in our company

02

10 years as executive
consultant for competitor

She worked as a consultant for 10 years for a
competitive company

She worked as an adviser is a rival firm

03

Expert in marketing

Her expertise is in marketing

She specializes in marketing

04

Increased sales
dramatically

She managed to have a dramatic increase in sales

She has boosted the sales incredibly

05

Dynamic personality

As a person she is dynamic

She's competent and energetic

06

Has participated in major
decision making

He has participation in many decisions

He was part of the body of directors who drafted
the action plan of the company

07

Expert in production
methods

His expertise is methods of production

He specializes in ways to improve the
manufacturing process

08

Good relationships with
suppliers and clients

He maintains excellent relationships both with
suppliers and clients

He boasts excellent rapport with suppliers and
customers

09

Well-liked by colleagues

His colleagues like him a lot

His co-workers are very fond of him

10

Grades just above average

His grades are more than average

His performance is almost excellent

11

Good class participation

She participates well in class

She has a positive contribution to the class
activities

12

Plays cello in school band

She's a cello player in the school band

She's a member of the school band playing the
cello

13

Hopes to become a doctor

Her hope is to become a doctor

Her aspiration is to become a doctor.

14

Won national science
contest

She's a winner of the national science contest

She was awarded the first prize in the national
science competition

15

Follows developments in
fashion design

She's a follower of the fashion design developments

She keeps up with the latest news in fashion
design.

